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HOW IT WORKS

At Nature’s Sunshine, we rely on word-of-mouth sharing from satisfied customers to grow our business. 
That’s you! And when you share, you’re ALWAYS rewarded.

It couldn’t be any easier. All you need to do is register for your free account. Then, share with a friend and 
earn a 15% reward! This reward is available to you as either product credit toward a future order, or—if you 
prefer to receive cash—simply become an Affiliate by signing the Affiliate agreement. No purchase or fee 
required.

It’s easy, fast and free!

As a Customer or Affiliate, “share” a product link from our website through email, text or social media 
with your friends, family and followers. When they click on the link to our website, they get a special 25% 
discount on their first-ever order from us—and YOU will be sent YOUR 15% reward right away!

*Referral Rewards are granted almost immediately to Customer and Affiliate sharers, for all sales made to these new customers for the 90 days 
following their initial purchase. Customer and Affiliate sharers may extend their earnings opportunities indefinitely by being “Active.” Active sharers 
refer a new Customer or make a personal purchase at least every 90 days.

Customer Sharing Plan
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ACTIVE
A Customer or Affiliate who has referred a new customer or made a personal purchase within the last 90 days.  

AFFILIATE
A person who has accepted an affiliate agreement and is therefore eligible to receive any Referral Rewards in 
the form of money instead of product credit. 

CUSTOMER
An individual who can purchase from Nature’s Sunshine directly at the customer price and may participate in 
the Customer Sharing Referral Rewards program.  

REFERRAL REWARDS
The 15% reward granted to a Customer or Affiliate for referring a new Customer to Nature’s Sunshine.

Key Terms


